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INTRODUCTION

Paleontologists and biologists often lack sufficient 

data from which to reconstruct past populations' anatomy, 

physiology, and behavior. The fossils and artifacts left 

behind by previous generations are searched for 

information about their lives. An osteological feature 

called an enthesis is a site where soft tissues attach to each 

other, and those entheses provide insights into the behavior 

of past populations by reconstructing soft tissue anatomy. 

Indications of muscle anatomy and physiology are thought 

to be reflected in entheses, since they are visible on bone 

[1–6].  

Due to their physical connections to muscles and 

tendons, and their large variability in size and shape 

between individuals, endtheses are often used as a direct 

inferential basis for reconstructing muscle anatomy of 

extinct individuals, past behaviors, and, at times, even the 

degree to which these behaviors were carried out [7–13]. 

Human evolution is thought to have been influenced by the 

advent of stone tool usage by our ancestors as a cultural 

shift and an impetus for other influential changes [14–17].  

It is difficult to pinpoint the exact origins of 

hominin stone tool behaviors and the taxa that produced 

and used them because of a sparse fossil record. Muscle 

architecture of stone tool behaviors is routinely estimated 

using the hypothesis that entheseal morphology and muscle 

anatomy are directly related [18–23].  

Some fossil hominins have then been analyzed 

based on their muscle reconstructions to suggest how they 

used tools. Individuals or species simultaneously acquire 

cognitive and motor abilities based on these assumptions 

(indirectly). Entheses, as direct behavioral indicators, fail 

to consider the multifactorial influences on their 

morphologies due to their complex anatomy, physiology, 

and mechanical properties. Numerous extrinsic variables 

can affect both entheseal morphology specifically as well 

as bone and muscle growth, including muscle function,  
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enthesis type, biomechanics, and various extrinsic 

variables (e.g., age, sex, genetics, health variables) [24–

29]. In analyzing entheseal gross surface morphology, 

reconstructions of anatomy and behavior tend to simplify 

the relationship between them. It is also reasonable to 

assume that entheseal morphology will differ even within 

the same species due to the variety of variables that 

influence tendons and bones [30]. Thus, muscle 

architecture and stone tool behavior may not be directly 

correlated with specific entheses, even across various fossil 

hominins. 

Using entheseal morphology and muscle anatomy 

in order to infer levels of participation in stone tool 

behaviors among fossil hominins, we conducted the first 

direct assessment of the assumed relationships between 

these two structures: opponens pollicis (OP) and opponens 

digiti minimi (ODM) on the first metacarpal (MC). The 

opponens muscles work together with the other thenar and 

hypothenar muscles to oppose the pads of the first and fifth 

digits distal phalanges. Stone tool behaviors are heavily 

influenced by opposition, which is why the OP and ODM 

entheses are widely used to reconstruct muscle anatomy 

and to infer tool behavior [31–34]. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Muscle dissection and variables. As part of the 

study, the opponens pollicis (OP) and the opponens digiti 

minimi (ODM), both located on the right hand's first and 

fifth metacarpals, were collected. Forearm, hand, and first 

and fifth fingers skin and fascia were removed prior to 

dissection. A digital caliper was used to measure in situ the 

muscles, tendons, and other structures of interest before the 

muscle was removed. Each muscle-tendon unit (MTU) was 

measured to the nearest 0.1 millimeter, including the 

muscle belly length (Lb), the total tendon length (LT) and 

the full muscle-tendon unit (LV). Myotendinous junctions 

were defined as the joints between the proximal and distal 

ends of the muscle fasciculus (Lb). Intra- and 

interindividual differences were observed in the presence 

of proximal and distal tendons. To calculate the total 

tendon length (LT), the proximal and/or distal lengths of 

the muscles were added together. It was also determined 

that the muscle-tendon unit (MTU) could be defined as the 

sum of Lb plus LT. After measurement of the muscles and 

their associated tendon(s), they were removed in an effort 

to preserve as much muscle and tendon tissue as possible, 

and excess tissues were removed. It was maintained and 

fixed in a 10% formalin solution by storing each muscle in 

a separate storage container. A 10% formalin solution was 

used to store the first and fifth digits after all superficial 

soft tissues and fibers had been removed. 

A portion of the liquid from the muscles was removed 

before further analysis. Measurements of muscle mass 

were made with a digital scale to 0.1 grams accuracy. After 

pinning the muscle to a vinyl dissecting pad, the muscle 

was incised longitudinally three times (on the superficial 

side, the deep side, and the reverse side on the cleanest 

surface possible). A determination of the fiber length (Lf) 

was carried out on each incision in two ways: (a) 

perpendicular distance between the central tendon and the 

distal tendon for a specific muscle fiber; and (b) fiber 

length (Lf) from the central tendon to the distal tendon. In 

contrast, PCSA has been found to be proportional to 

muscle force, whereas fiber length has been found to be 

proportional to muscle excursion and contraction velocity. 

 

RESULTS 

By analyzing 23 cadaveric modern humans (46 

metacarpals), functionally-influenced architectural 

variables were examined for the opponens muscles (muscle 

mass, muscle-tendon length [MTU] and fiber length [Lf]. 

The length, area, and radial breadth of these variables were 

considered in relation to their associated entheses.  

Correlations between architectural variables of the 

opponens muscles and their associations with entheseal 

surface morphology did not reach statistical significance 

(P> 0.05), regardless of metacarpal and gender. Except for 

the correlation between radial breadth and PCSA, which 

was statistically significant but noticeably stronger than the 

rest, most correlation coefficients were extremely small. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Scientists studying osteological remains have 

reconstructed muscle anatomy and behavior patterns from 

entheseal morphology on dry bones to reconstruct muscle 

anatomy of past populations. Because of the complexity of 

osteotendinous interfaces as well as the numerous variables 

that can influence bone and muscle, this method has 

always been questioned. Based on this history, we 

examined two entheses (along with their associated 

muscles) commonly used to infer tool behaviors in fossil 

humans to test the hypothesized relationship between 

muscle anatomy and entheseal morphology. Anatomy of 

muscles and tendons was described by four functionally 

influenced variables. There were no statistically significant 

correlations in any of the comparisons. Based on these 

findings, one can infer that the entheseal morphologies of 

the opponens muscles do not provide a direct correlation 

for reconstructing the associated muscle architecture and, 

consequently, function. Accordingly, these data argue 

against the practice of interpreting fossilized entheseal 

morphology on first and fifth metacarpal surfaces to infer 

behavior, stone tool or otherwise. 

An enthesis has a complex morphology that is 

influenced by a variety of variables. A simple classification 

of entheses as fibrous or fibrocartilaginous reveals their 

structural complexity. A tendon-bone interface can be 

distinguished histologically as well as grossly by its 

attachment location. In many fibrocartilaginous entheses, 

the superficial portion of the enthesis has zones of dense 

fibrous connective tissue (fibrous enthesis). There is a 

difference in mechanics between the two types of entheses 
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that causes such mixed entheses. Fibrocartilaginous 

entheses respond differently to stress and strain, as well as 

transferring such forces differently to the bone underneath. 

Even less is known about how mixed entheses interact with 

bone than either type of enthesis. Generally speaking, 

fibrocartilaginous entheses have relatively small 

attachment sites, which result in higher bone stress 

concentrations as a result of their biomechanics. 

Alternatively, fibrous entheses attach directly to the bone 

or over a larger area of the periosteum, whereas 

interosseous entheses attach via the periosteum. 

Even more problematic for the practice of 

reconstructing soft tissue from hard tissue remains, 

regardless of the type of entheseal, is the fact that tendons 

exhibit non-uniform strain patterns near their insertion site 

and that the primary and initial sites of force transfer for 

enthesopathies and tendinopathies are not the same. This 

suggests that the associated diseases may be caused by 

underuse rather than overuse of the osteotendinous 

interface, as well as highlighting its complex nature. 

Muscle contractions, whether strong or weak, may not 

affect entheseal morphology until a pathological condition 

has developed. In other words, enthesopathies or 

exaggerated entheses cannot always be attributed to 

excessive muscle recruitment. Qualitative enthesis analysis 

also has the practical problem of insertion of several soft 

tissues at the same location. In this way, a particular 

enthesis may be affected by more than one structure and 

may reflect multiple forces. Several paleontological and 

bioarchaeological studies have shown that species modify 

their entheses at the same pace and in the same way. As a 

species morphologically transforms its entheses faster than 

another, it is likely that the first species will show wide 

variations in morphology, whereas the latter will be more 

homogeneous. Using entheses to compare behavior 

between species presents further challenges. 

The relationship between enthesis morphology and muscle 

anatomy or behavior has been characterized by a consistent 

trend across mammalian species, although caution should 

be exercised when extrapolating our findings beyond our 

study. There is no evidence that muscle anatomy or 

behavior can be correlated with enthesis morphology, 

location, or even muscle presence. 

 

CONCLUSION 
A presumed enthesis can be found in areas where 

no corresponding muscle attaches, or in areas where a 

presumed enthesis exists despite the absence of an entis. In 

mice and sheep, experiments found no discernible 

difference between groups exercising regularly and those 

exercising only occasionally. We challenge the method of 

reconstructing anatomy or daily behavior based only on 

surface entheses in fossil taxa. Similar discoveries have 

been made elsewhere in the literature as well. When 

interpreting the significance of enthesis morphology in 

evolutionary and behavioral contexts, caution should be 

exercised until concrete experimental evidence can be 

provided to support such relationships. 
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